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PREFACE

One of the most striking developments in medieval studies in the last
thirty years has been the growth of interest in the crusades. Anyone
now attempting to produce a general synthesis therefore incurs manifold debts: mine are apparent in many footnotes and on most pages .
Many individuals have immensely improved this book by their comments, discussion, criticism and by providing opportunities to air
views. I am grateful to my pupils at Oxford for providing a stern testingground for my thoughts and to Hertford College for its intellectual fellowship. In particular, it is a pleasure to record my thanks to Peter
Biller;Jessalyn Bird ; Eric Christiansen; Helen Cooper;John Cowdrey;
Barrie Dobson; Jean Dunbabin; Peter Edbury; Norman Housley;
Jeremy Johns; Andrew Jotischky; Anthony Luttrell; Roger Pensom;
Jonathan Phillips; Jonathan Riley-Smith and Jonathan Shepard. My
errors, however, are my own. To the editors and publishers of TheEnglish Historical Review I am grateful for permission to use, substantially
unchanged, my article 'Were there any crusades in the twelfth century?'
(vol. ex, 1995). To Simon Winder I owe the invitation to write this book
and to Peter Biller the idea of presenting my ideas in this form and the
introduction to my publishers. What this book and its author owe to the
encouragement, companionship and unsurpassed hospitality of the
familia Biller cannot be measured in words . That there is a book at all is
a tribute to the patience and understanding of my family. That this is yet
another book on the crusades is, in no small degree, the result of the
inspiration of my research supervisor whose genial but acute guidance
first led me on my academic passagium. The loss of his wisdom, humour
and humanity is still keenly felt : he would have made this a much better
book. To his memory it is dedicated.
Oxford, 1January 1997
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